Name: Advisor: 
Graduating in: December April June August 
Checklist completed by: Checklist completed on: 

**DEPARTMENTAL CORE COURSES** | **PITT PUBLIC HEALTH CORE COURSES**
--- | ---
BI OST 2042 | BIOST 2041
EPIDEM 2185<sup>1</sup> | EPIDEM 2110
EPIDEM 2160 | PUBHLT 2015
EPIDEM 2170 | PUBHLT 2011
EPIDEM 2180 | PUBHLT 2022<sup>4</sup>
EPIDEM 2181 | Notes:
EPIDEM 2183 |
EPIDEM 2184 |
EPIDEM 2215<sup>3</sup> |
EPIDEM 2230 |
EPIDEM 2250 |
EPIDEM 2260 |
EPIDEM 3100<sup>4</sup> |
BIOST 2045<sup>5</sup> |

**CREDITS EARNED**
Transfer credits earned:
Total credits earned (must be a minimum of 72):

**GRADE CHANGES**
All G Grades Changed:
All I Grades Changed:

**ONLINE MODULES** | DATE COMPLETED | NOTES
--- | --- | ---
IRB Modules |
Pitt Public Health Academic Integrity |

**MILESTONES & REQUIREMENTS** | DATE COMPLETED | NOTES
--- | --- | ---
Preliminary Exam |
Faculty Committee proposed/approved |
Overview Exam |
Comprehensive Exam |
Admittance to Candidacy |
Dissertation Defense |
Pitt Public Health Exit Survey Completed |
Certification for Graduation |

**OTHER REQUIRED FORMS (SUBMIT TO STUDENT SERVICES)** | DATE COMPLETED | NOTES
--- | --- | ---
Dissertation Score Form |
Graduate Information Form |
Dissertation Data Archiving Agreement Form |
Departure Notification Form (Required for some International Students, see Student Services for more information) |

1: PUBHLT 2022 (2 terms) is required for students who matriculated in August 2007 and later
2: BIOST 2093 and PSYED 2422 are acceptable substitutes for EPIDEM 2185.
3: EPIDEM 2215 (TAE/Teaching Practicum) may have also been taken as EPIDEM 2213 (course number changed in March 2007).
4: A minimum of 3 credits is required for EPIDEM 3100. FTDR 3999 as an acceptable substitute for 3 credits of EPIDEM 3100.
5: BIOST 2046 is an acceptable substitute for BIOST 2045.